AFFILIATE PROGRAM
Support Clevver and earn money.

REFER CUSTOMERS
THERE ARE 3 WAYS TO REFER A CUSTOMER AND RECEIVE COMMISSIONS:
Opportunity 1: Registration Widget
We provide a registration code widget that can be integrated into your website.
Every customer that registers through this snippet will have your partner code attached.
Opportunity 2: Domain Referrals
We list your main domain in our system as a partner domain. Every website visitor coming
from that domain will have your partner code attached when registering for an account
at our website.
Opportunity 3: Landing page at clevvermail.com
Together we set up a landing page on our site targeted towards visitors that you send redirect.
Every visitor is assigned your partner code.

5€ for activation,
5% on 1st year‘s revenue

REFER ENTERPRISE ACCOUNTS / RESELLERS
REFER OUR MOST POWERFUL ACCOUNT, THE ENTERPRISE ACCOUNT
Enterprise Account customers use our system to offer our white-label software to their own users.
This account works in their own corporate design on their own domain. Enterprise customers can
offer all Clevvermail services and locations, as well as their own locations.

50€ for activation,
20% on 1st year‘s revenue

REFER LOCATION PARTNER
SUPPORT TO EXPAND THE CLEVVER LOCATION NETWORK
Our locations are the heart of the Clevver network. We are constantly looking for business worthy
addresses worldwide to offer to our customers. Assist us in finding good location partners and
receive a commission.

100€ for activation,
10% on 1st year‘s revenue
The revenue share for Customer and Enterprise referrals will be based on actual customer payments made to Clevver within the first
12 months. The revenue share of a referred partner location is based on the actual revenue of that location. Customer credit notes
will be deducted from those revenues. A normal customer is regarded activated after the first postbox has been verified and a
payment of at least 10 EUR was made into the account. An Enterprise account is regarded activated after the first postbox is verified,
a valid credit card is added to the account and an initial payment of at least 200 EUR is made into the account. The Location Partner
is regarded activated once the contract is signed by both parties.
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